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EvolutionAs a legacy of their endosymbiotic eubacterial origin, mitochondria possess a residual genome, encoding only
a few proteins and dependent on a variety of factors encoded by the nuclear genome for its maintenance and
expression. As a facultative anaerobe with well understood genetics and molecular biology, Saccharomyces
cerevisiae is the model system of choice for studying nucleo-mitochondrial genetic interactions. Mainte-
nance of the mitochondrial genome is controlled by a set of nuclear-coded factors forming intricately
interconnected circuits responsible for replication, recombination, repair and transmission to buds.
Expression of the yeast mitochondrial genome is regulated mostly at the post-transcriptional level, and
involves many general and gene-speciﬁc factors regulating splicing, RNA processing and stability and
translation. A very interesting aspect of the yeast mitochondrial system is the relationship between genome
maintenance and gene expression. Deletions of genes involved in many different aspects of mitochondrial
gene expression, notably translation, result in an irreversible loss of functional mtDNA. The mitochondrial
genetic system viewed from the systems biology perspective is therefore very fragile and lacks robustness
compared to the remaining systems of the cell. This lack of robustness could be a legacy of the reductive
evolution of the mitochondrial genome, but explanations involving selective advantages of increased
evolvability have also been postulated.technology, Faculty of Biology,
, Poland. Tel.: +48 22 592 34
ll rights reserved.© 2009 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.1. Introduction
Endosymbiotic acquisitions of chloroplasts andmitochondria were
crucial and far-reaching steps in the subsequent evolution of all
eukaryotic lineages. In spite of over a billion years of evolution, both
still retain traces of their ancestral origin. As an α-proteobacterial and
cyanobacterial heritage, they have organellar genomes that provide—
to a various extent—proteins and non-coding RNAs vital for their
functions, ranging from photosynthesis and oxidative phosphoryla-
tion, to maintenance and expression of their own DNA. The exact
scenario of the acquisition of these organelles, as well as the primary
relationship between the archaeal or primitive eukaryotic host and
the bacterial residents, is still controversial and many theories of
eukaryogenesis have been formulated [1–5].
In the course of evolution of all eukaryotic lineages, both
mitochondrial and chloroplast genomes underwent extensive reduc-
tion, due to the action of a mechanism known as Müller's ratchet [6],coupled with either loss or transfer of genes from organellar to
nuclear DNA (reviewed in [7]). This progressive shift of genetic
information from the endosymbiont to the host exerted a tremendous
inﬂuence on nuclear and organellar genomes, and is believed to have
been the major factor powering the coevolution of both systems [8,9].
Gene transfer that led to the loss of the genetic and metabolic
autonomy of the organelles occurred at a different rate in various
lineages and often involved different genes, but the general tendency
can be observed in all eukaryotes that possess mitochondria. As a
result, a small set of proteins and functional RNAs is encoded by
diverse mtDNAs of modern Eukaryota. In Saccharomyces cerevisiae
these mostly include a set of mitochondrion-speciﬁc tRNA genes, two
rRNA genes and a very small set of genes encoding proteins involved
in the electron-transport system [10]. On the other hand, the nuclear
genome of S. cerevisiae encodes at least about 500, and possibly more
than 800 proteins that localize in the mitochondrion [11] and
performs a variety of functions ranging from carbohydrate and fatty
acid metabolism, transport, iron homeostasis, oxidative-stress re-
sponse, organelle morphology and inheritance, to mitochondrial
genome maintenance and its expression on virtually all levels [8,12].
In the latter aspect, nearly all factors required to maintain mtDNA
and express its genetic information, both in yeast and mammals, are
provided by the nuclear genome. As a result of degenerative evolution,
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simpliﬁed and consequently shifted to a post-transcriptional level—
mainly in the form of sophisticated RNA processing circuits.
2. Maintenance of the yeast mitochondrial genome: replication,
recombination, repair and transmission
A peculiar feature of the yeast mitochondrial system is the
occurrence of the so-called cytoplasmic petite mutants, discovered
more that 50 years ago [13]. They are characterized by the absence of
functional (rho+) mitochondrial DNA, either through a complete loss
(rho0), or extensive deletions followed by reampliﬁcation of the
remaining fragment (rho−), resulting in a pleiotropic phenotype of
the loss of respiratory capacity due to the absence of mitochondrial
gene expression ([12,14,15], see also Section 4 of this review for a
more in-depth discussion).
Maintenance of the mitochondrial genome is controlled by a set of
nuclear-coded factors forming replication, recombination, repair and
transmission to bud circuits. These protein factors, together with
packaging proteins, enclose mtDNA molecules in a dynamic nucleo-
protein complex known as nucleoid (reviewed in [16]), with up to 10
genomes per nucleoid [17]. Nucleoids function as proper units of
inheritance of the mitochondrial genome, which means that there are
about ten times fewer units of mtDNA inheritance per cell than the
number of mtDNA copies established by biochemical methods
(reviewed in [17]). This feature of mitochondrial genome organiza-
tion may contribute to one of the characteristic traits of the S.
cerevisiae mitochondrial system, that is its tendency to maintain in a
cell a population of homogeneous copies of mtDNA (the state of
homoplasmy).
At least 22 proteins were identiﬁed as components of the S.
cerevisiae mitochondrial nucleoid [18]. Among them were factors
involved in the mtDNA maintenance sensu stricto (discussed below),
components of the mitochondrial chaperone and protein import
system, and, curiously, enzymes of the citric acid cycle and amino acid
metabolism [18,19]. Recruitment of proteins involved in different
biochemical pathways and/or different cellular compartments is a
recurring theme in the mitochondrial DNAmaintenance system (with
numerous DNA recombination and repair factors functioning both in
mitochondria and the nucleus, as described in more detail below).
The exact mechanism of mtDNA replication in the budding yeast is
still largely unknown, and most models are inferred from indirect,
genetic evidence. The DNA polymerase dedicated to the mitochondri-
on (Pol γ), encoded by the nuclear MIP1 gene, is, however, identiﬁed
and known to possesses (in addition to its 5′–3′ DNA polymerizing
activity) an 3′–5′ exonuclease proofreading activity (reviewed in
[20]). Strains lacking the MIP1 gene immediately lose all the
mitochondrial DNA (becoming rho0) [21,22], which corroborates the
notion that Mip1p is the unique replicative DNA polymerase in yeast
mitochondria. Intriguingly, phylogenetic evidence suggests that
polymerase γ, similar to themitochondrial RNA polymerase (mtRNAP,
discussed in Section 3), is not actually derived from the endosymbiotic
α-proteobacterium, but from the T-odd lineage of bacteriophages that
presumably infected the endosymbiont at the onset of endosymbiosis,
certainly before the lineages of fungi and animals had diverged
(reviewed in [23]).
The identity of the replicative DNA polymerase in yeast mito-
chondria is one of the few facts known with a reasonable certainty in
the ﬁeld of mtDNA replication. The fundamental uncertainty concerns
the actual topology of yeast mtDNA molecules. For decades, the
widespread belief in the community of researchers studying yeast
mitochondria was that yeast mtDNA was circular, just like animal
mtDNA and the genomes of the bacterial ancestors of mitochondria
(the story was brilliantly described in a review by Williamson [17]).
However, subsequent experiments in S. cerevisiae using pulsed-ﬁeld
gel electrophoresis (PFGE) techniques showed that, contrary to long-held beliefs, the majority of its mtDNA is present in heterogeneous
linear tandem (concatameric) arrays of the genomic units, and only a
small fraction of the mtDNA is in a circular form [24]. Based on those
results and electronmicroscopic observations of lariat-shapedmtDNA
molecules, a rolling-circle mechanism was proposed as a model of
yeast mtDNA replication. While the evidence supporting this model is
still indirect and circumstantial, it provides good compatibility both
with PFGE results and with genetic data (reviewed in [25]).
The next question concerning the replication of mtDNA in S.
cerevisiae is how it is initiated. Before linear topology of yeast mtDNA
was suggested, the belief in the circularity of the mtDNA mole-
cule prompted searches for bacterial plasmid-like (i.e. transcription-
dependent) origins of mitochondrial replication in yeast and the quest
apparently succeeded (reviewed in [17,26]). There are seven or eight ori
regions in S. cerevisiae mtDNA [10], though only three or four of them
(depending on a strain) are actually functional. Several lines of evidence
suggest that they are transcription start sites, recognized by the
mitochondrial RNA polymerase Rpo41p, generating transcripts that
are further processed to produce primers for replication (reviewed in
[27] and [26]). Nevertheless, rho− genomes, even those composed
mostly of ori repeats, are still replicated in the absence of Rpo41p
[28,29], which is consistent with the most frequent description of the
mtDNA status of rpo41 null strains as rho−, not rho0 (see discussion in
[12]). Consequently, replication initiation by transcription cannot be the
only way to start DNA replication in yeast mitochondria, and it is not
clear if it is required even for the maintenance of rho+ mitochondrial
genomes. The assessment of the role of Rpo41p in the mtDNA
replication initiation is largely confounded by the well-documented
feature of the S. cerevisiae mitochondrial system, that disruption of
mitochondrial protein synthesis leads to mitochondrial genome
instability and accumulation of cells with mitochondria carrying rho−
genomes [12] (discussed in detail in Section 4). This would provide the
most parsimonious explanation of mtDNA instability caused by the loss
ofmitochondrial transcription. The actualmechanismmay, however, be
more complicated, as a recent study [22] demonstrated that strains
lacking the MTF1 gene, coding for the mitochondrial RNA polymerase
speciﬁcity factor, do notmaintain anymtDNAat all (rho0 status). Clearly,
more experimental data are needed to resolve the complicated question
of transcription-dependent initiation of yeast mtDNA replication.
In a new twist to the story, recent results provided evidence for
another mechanism of yeast mtDNA synthesis initiation. Ling and
Shibata ([30], reviewed in [25]) found that the major species of
mtDNA in mother cells are concatamers, while those in buds are
circular monomers. These authors identiﬁed a protein, encoded by
the nuclear gene MHR1, required for transmission of nascent
concatameric mtDNA into the buds. The Mhr1 protein was shown in
vitro to catalyze pairing of single-stranded DNA with homologous
double-stranded DNA to form heteroduplex joints, which are
necessary intermediates of homologous recombination, in an ATP-
independent fashion [31].
In a model proposed to explain these ﬁndings, according to the
hypothesis of rolling-circle replication of yeast mtDNA, Mhr1p
initiates mtDNA replication by catalyzing homologous pairing of a 3′
single-stranded tail, derived from either resection of a DSB (double-
strand break) end or unwinding of a DNA lesion-caused SSB (single-
strand break) gap, with an intact circular double-stranded mtDNA
molecule. This Mhr1p-mediated pairing generates a primer for the
rolling-circle replication of the mtDNA that leads to the formation of
concatameric DNA.
This model was further conﬁrmed by two recent studies on the
biased inheritance (the phenomenon in crosses between rho+ and
rho− cells, when rho− genome is signiﬁcantly more frequently trans-
mitted to zygotic clones than the rho+ genome, reviewed in [17]) and
replication of a rho− mtDNA with reiterated ori5 site [32,33]. They
showed that the biased inheritance of this rho− mtDNA and the
formation of its concatamer are both dependent on Mhr1p and
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one of the enzymes in mitochondrial base excision repair (mtBER)
[34,35], speciﬁcally recognizes oxidized bases and catalyzes their
excision by its DNA N-glycosylase activity. Ntg1p activity is respon-
sible for ROS (reactive oxygen species)-stimulated DSB generation at
the ori5 site of the rho− mtDNA, and this DSB initiates the rolling-
circlemtDNA replication, in aMhr1p-dependentmanner, as described
above. Moreover, the same mechanism explains the ﬁnding that the
mtDNA copy number is elevated in cells following long-term exposure
to low levels of hydrogen peroxide.
ThoughMhr1p is necessary for themaintenance of rho+mtDNA and
unperturbed inheritance of some rho− genomes, other rho− genomes
replicate in the absence of the functional Mhr1 protein (reviewed in
[22,25]). Because anmhr1-1 deﬁcient mutant completely loses mtDNA
in combination with a null allele of the CCE1 (MGT1) gene, coding for a
mitochondrial Holliday junction resolving endonuclease [36,37] that
functions in a yet uncharacterized, though apparently recombinational
process, it was proposed that concatameric mtDNA, the necessary
intermediate of mtDNA partitioning, can be formed by either Mhr1p-
initiated rolling-circle replication or Cce1p-mediated recombination
[25,30]. The activity responsible for homologous pairing in the Cce1p-
dependent process remains unknown. Interestingly, this is yet another
parallel between yeast mtDNA and T-odd phage genomes. The linear
genomic DNA of T-odd phages also forms concatamers through a
mechanism involving homologous recombination between terminal
repeats (reviewed in [23]).
To summarize, available evidence suggests that DNA replication in S.
cerevisiae mitochondria is initiated, at least in some cases, by tran-
scription, possibly proceeds by a rolling-circle mechanism that is
primarily initiated by homologous pairing catalyzed by Mhr1p, and
generates concatamers, that can be also formed by Cce1p-mediated
recombination. The relationship between the transcription-dependent
and the Mhr1p-dependent replication mechanisms remains to be
elucidated. We cannot state with any certainty whether the actions of
these two pathways of mtDNA replication initiation overlap or rather
complement each other, and in what circumstances each of them
operates.
Both mechanisms discussed so far explain only the priming of the
leading-strand DNA synthesis. Another major uncertainty in the
current understanding of yeast mtDNA replication is how the
replication of the lagging strand is accomplished. The presence of a
yeast mitochondrial primase has been proposed, and its activity has
been detected in mitochondrial extracts (reviewed in [20]). Interest-
ingly, the nuclear primase Pol1p (reviewed in [38]) was detected in
two analyses of the mitochondrial proteome [39,40], but the
mitochondrial localization of the protein has not yet been veriﬁed
by other experimental methods. Moreover, other factors known to be
involved in the Okazaki fragment maturation in the nucleus: Pif1
helicase [41], Rad27 (Fen1) ﬂap endonuclease [42], and, possibly,
Dna2 helicase/nuclease [43] (its human homologue functions in both
nuclear and mitochondrial compartments [44]), are known to be
active in yeast mitochondria. Progress in the understanding of human
mtDNA replication (which is still far from being completely described,
even though it may prove to be much simpler than in yeast) may be
therefore particularly informative for the study of lagging strand
replication in yeast mitochondria, despite the signiﬁcant divergence
in their organization and leading-strand replication (reviewed in
[45]).
One characteristic trait of S. cerevisiae mitochondrial genome
maintenance, already highlighted above, is its strong reliance on
homologous recombination [12,15]). This feature makes the system of
S. cerevisiaemtDNA much more similar to that of higher plant mtDNA
than to that of vertebrate mtDNA. Homologous recombination (HR) of
yeast mtDNA most probably occurs through several different
mechanisms. One pathway—that of Mhr1p-mediated homologous
pairing, involved in mtDNA replication, has already been discussed.The Cce1p-dependent pathway was also already mentioned in the
context of its function complementing the Mhr1p-dependent path-
way in mtDNA maintenance. Both these recombinational pathways
were implicated in the control of transmission of mtDNA copies from
mother cells to daughter buds [25,46].
Existence of other pathway (-s) is, however, required to explain
frequent mitochondrial HR detected in zygotic clones obtained after
crossing strains withmtDNA bearing differentmitochondrial markers.
This class of HR is most likely different from both the Mhr1p pathway
and the Cce1p pathway, since the frequency of mitochondrial recom-
bination in zygotes was not affected in crosses with either a mhr1-1
strain [47], or with cce1Δ strains ([46] and A.K.-G., unpublished
results). Deletions due to ectopic (non-allelic) recombination in a
yeast mtDNA reporter system were found to be produced by at least
two separatemechanisms, that apparently did not belong to any of the
known classes of mitochondrial recombination pathways, and were
controlled (suppressed) by the product of theMSH1 gene, encoding a
mitochondrial homologue of the bacterial MutS protein [48,49].
MutS proteins function in bacteria as factors that initiate the
mismatch-repair (MMR) pathway. Like its bacterial homologues and
yeast paralogues in the nucleus, Msh1p preferentially binds DNAwith
mispaired bases in an ATP-dependent manner [50]. The protein is
required to prevent the accumulation of point mutations in yeast
mtDNA in a process that is most likely the equivalent of other MMR
systems, but no other factor acting together with Msh1p in yeast
mitochondria has been identiﬁed (reviewed in [20]). Msh1p homo-
logues are also involved in the process of recombination surveillance
by counteracting homologous recombination between similar, but not
identical sequences through a mechanism of the heteroduplex
rejection (reviewed in [51]). A similar mechanism can be envisaged
to explain the Msh1p-mediated suppression of direct-repeat mediat-
ed deletions in mtDNA. Cells lacking the MSH1 gene accumulate
rearranged rho− genomes in their mitochondria. Msh1p is therefore
required not only for point mutation avoidance, but also for the
maintenance of rho+ genome integrity, probably by counteracting
ectopic recombination inmtDNA. Curiously, moderate overexpression
of wild-type Msh1p was found to increase the frequency of accurate,
allelic mtDNA recombination in zygotic clones [52], however, it
remains to be established if the observed stimulation reﬂects a direct
role of Msh1p in the control of this class of recombinational events.
Allelic recombination of mtDNA may be used as one of DNA repair
systems operating in yeast mitochondria, but more data are needed to
prove it.
The repair of DNA in S. cerevisiaemitochondria is accomplished by
several mechanisms. The already mentioned exonucleolytic proof-
reading activity of the Mip1 DNA polymerase is the ﬁrst safeguard
against accumulation of replication errors in mtDNA (reviewed in
[20]). Another mechanism is the Msh1p-mediated mismatch repair
(MMR). While other components of the mitochondrial Msh1p
pathway and its exact mechanism of action remain unknown, its
involvement in MMR is strongly suggested by the mutator pheno-
types of some msh1 alleles and the speciﬁc heteroduplex binding
activity of the protein in vitro (reviewed in [20]). Those two major
repair systems, having as the main factors uniquely mitochondrial
proteins, are reinforced by a set of the base excision repair (BER)
enzymes localized both in the nucleus and in the mitochondria
(reviewed in [20]). In addition to the Ntg1 protein, alreadymentioned
above in the context of the Mhr1p recombination pathway, two other
N-glycosylases, Ogg1p and Ung1p, and abasic (AP) site endonuclease,
Apn1p are found in yeast mitochondria.
N-glycosylases recognize speciﬁc DNA lesions (Ogg1p and Ntg1p
mostly oxidatively modiﬁed bases, Ung1p uracil) and remove
modiﬁed bases by their N-glycosylase activity, leaving abasic (AP)
sites (reviewed in [20]). Apn1p recognizes AP sites (generated
spontaneously or by the aforementioned N-glycosylases) and incises
DNA on their 5′ side, creating a gap that can be ﬁlled by the DNA
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analyzed in several genetic backgrounds, not always with consistent
results (reviewed in [20] and [53]).
Recently, the Rad27 5′ ﬂap endonuclease (Fen1p), the nuclear
protein functioning in the lagging strand synthesis and long-patch
BER, was found in yeast mitochondria [42], following the identiﬁca-
tion of its homologue FEN1 in human mitochondria [54]. The exact
function of FEN1 in mammalian mitochondria is, however, still not
clear [54,55]. The rad27 null yeast strains accumulate point mutations
in their mtDNA to the extent not seen yet in any mtBER-deﬁcient
yeast mutant, indicating a direct role of this endonuclease in mtDNA
repair [42]. It remains to be shown if Rad27p actually cleaves 5′ ﬂap
structures during the DNA synthesis phase of long-patch BER in yeast
mitochondria.
Surprisingly, yet another predominantly nuclear repair system
was recently identiﬁed in yeast mitochondria. The translesion
polymerases, Rev1 and Pol ζ, were shown to localize to the mito-
chondria and function in a pathway less mutagenic than in the nuclear
system [56,57].
As in the case of replication and recombination, the knowledge of
number and actual mechanisms of DNA repair in yeast mitochondria
is still fragmentary and superﬁcial. The analysis of the mechanisms
responsible for propagating and maintaining the mitochondrial
genome is made more challenging by the fact that defects in most
of these pathways lead to the loss of functional rho+ mtDNA, thus
leading to the pleiotropic general severe irreversible phenotype
(described in detail in Section 4). An additional difﬁculty is related to
the fact, that several of the key factors identiﬁed so far (particularly in
DNA repair pathways) also have functions in the nucleus, which are
often essential. The general picture that emerges from current
knowledge is that of an intricately interconnected system, where
different pathways of replication, recombination and DNA repair
intersect and depend on each other to maintain the complex and
dynamic structure of the mitochondrial genome.
3. Expression of the yeast mitochondrial genome
The coding capacity of the S. cerevisiae mitochondrial genome
(reviewed in [10]) is typical of most modern eukaryotes. It encodes
seven essential components of three respiratory chain complexes:
complex III (apocytochrome b, encoded by the COB gene), complex IV
(subunits I, II and III of the cytochrome c oxidase, encoded by the
COX1, COX2 and COX3 genes, respectively) and complex V (subunits
6, 8 and 9 of the F0 component of the mitochondrial ATP synthase,
encoded by the ATP6, ATP8 and ATP9 genes, respectively). In addition
to these membrane proteins involved in oxidative phosphorylation,
the yeast mitochondrial genome also encodes a polypeptide of the
small subunit of the mitochondrial ribosome, encoded by the VAR1
gene [58,59]. Additionally, the genome sequence contains several
non-essential open reading frames, which in certain strains can be
expressed, while in others they became non-functional pseudogenes
[60]. Putative proteins encoded by these ORFs contain motifs
reminiscent of those found in intron-encoded proteins, and may be
involved in recombination [61,62]. The mitochondrial genome also
encodes the complete set of 24 tRNAs required for translation, both
ribosomal RNAs—the small subunit 15S rRNA and the large subunit
21S rRNA, and the 9S RNA component of RNase P (encoded by the
ENS1 gene) [10,63].
The mitochondrial genome of S. cerevisiae can contain up to 13
introns (9 of group I and 4 of group II) in three of its genes: 7 in COX1,
5 in COB and 1 in 21S rRNA. They are optional, various laboratory
strains differ in the number of introns, and intronless strains do not
show any signiﬁcant phenotypic traits that could be attributed to the
lack of introns [64,65]. Ten of these introns encode open reading
frames that are translated in frame with the preceding exons or, as in
the case of the ai5β intron of COX1 or the ω intron of 21S rRNA,independently. Intronic ORFs encode maturases that assist in splicing
(bi2, bi3, and bi4 of COB; ai1 and ai2 of COX1) or endonucleases (ai3,
ai4, and ai5α of COX1 and ω of 21S rRNA) and reverse transcriptases
(ai1 and ai2 of COX1) that ensure intron mobility [66–69].
All mechanisms ensuring and controlling the expression of mito-
chondria-encoded genes can be grouped into two classes, according to
whether they are general or gene-speciﬁc. General mechanisms include
those that are common to most genetic systems, such as replication,
recombination and DNA repair (discussed in Section 2 above),
transcription, RNA turnover and translation. Some of thesemechanisms
show remarkable evolutionary conservation, despite the great diver-
gence in the organization of the mitochondrial genomes. Other general
mechanisms are not universally conserved, and often are speciﬁc for a
given lineage. For example, the mRNA 3′ end processing mechanism
differs signiﬁcantly between S. cerevisiae and S. pombe [70] and both
yeast systems differ from plant and animal mitochondria, as yeast
mitochondria lack the poly(A) polymerase and phosphorolytic polynu-
cleotide phosphorylase (PNPase) activity, and therefore do not
polyadenylate mRNA precursors [71]. The mitochondrial degradosome,
which is themain RNA degradation activity in S. cerevisiae, has not been
found outside fungi and trypanosomes, even though one of its
components, an RNA helicase encoded by the SUV3 gene is conserved
in all eukaryotes [72–75]. In most general mechanisms, like transcrip-
tion and translation by the mitochondrial ribosome, some features are
universally conserved, while others are speciﬁc for a particular lineage.
In S. cerevisiae thirteen main primary mitochondrial transcripts are
synthesized as mostly polycistronic units by nuclearly encoded
mitochondrial RNA polymerase (mtRNAP), consisting of the catalytic
subunit Rpo41p and the transcription factor Mtf1p [10,66,69,76–79].
Interestingly, mtRNAP, like the mitochondrial DNA polymerase (dis-
cussed in Section 2), is phylogenetically related to the T-odd
bacteriophage polymerases, and thus originated neither from the
endosymbiont, nor the host genome [23]. The mtRNAP holoenzyme
binds to a simple nonanucleotide promoter sequence [80,81] that
determines the transcription rate. At this step the expression of
mitochondrial genes is controlled in a simple way by the ATP con-
centration in the organelle, due to the fact that adenine is the ﬁrst
nucleotide of all synthesized transcripts [82,83]. Also, attenuation is
suspected to play a role in transcriptional control [84], but the
mechanism of transcription termination in yeast mitochondria remains
unknown. No additional trans-acting regulatory factors affecting the
rate of mitochondrial transcription encoded by the mitochondrion or
the nucleus are known. Additional factors interacting with the mtRNAP
holoenzyme couple transcription with translation and the assembly of
electron-transport complexes at the inner mitochondrial membrane
[85]. These include Nam1p (Mtf2p) and Sls1p—proteins that interact
with the N-terminal region (ATD) of mtRNA polymerase and are
involved, among others, in intron splicing and translation [86–91].
Lack of correlation between the abundance of particular tran-
scripts and protein levels with relative transcription rates implies a
post-transcriptional regulation pattern in the yeast mitochondrial
system [92]. Regulation occurs in fact mainly during processing and
translation of mitochondrial transcripts and involves a variety of
factors, virtually all of them are encoded in the nuclear genome, with
the exception of the intron maturases and a non-coding 9S RNA
(RPM1)—a catalytic component of mitochondrial RNase P [63].
As in all other genetic systems, the correct expression of the yeast
mitochondrial genome depends on the balance between transcription
and RNA degradation. The importance of this balance for S. cerevisiae
mitochondria is clearly demonstrated by the fact that functioning of
the mitochondrial genetic system in strains deﬁcient in the activity of
the mitochondrial degradosome can be partially restored by hypo-
morphic (partial loss-of-function, reducing the transcription rate)
mutations in genes encoding the subunits of mtRNAP [93]. The
mitochondrial degradosome complex (mtEXO) is the main ribonu-
clease involved in RNA turnover, processing and surveillance in S.
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encoded subunits: an ATP-dependent RNA helicase (Suv3p) and an
RNase II-like exoribonuclease (Dss1p) that are tightly interdependent
and together create an ATP-dependent 3′-to-5′ exoribonuclease
activity [94,95]. Inactivation of either of the degradosome subunits
leads to a similar phenotype, indicating a loss of RNA turnover activity,
followed by the overaccumulation of excised intronic sequences and
high molecular weight precursors leading to the depletion of mature
transcripts, loss of translation, and ﬁnally, of mitochondrial genome
stability [93,94,96–99].
In addition, a putative 5′-to-3′ exoribonuclease Pet127p can
probably process several mitochondrial transcripts in a non-speciﬁc
manner, while the selectivity of 5′-end processing is maintained by
gene-speciﬁc factors that bind to the RNA and prevent degradation of
particular transcripts [100–104]. A 5′-to-3′ exoribonuclease homolo-
gous to Pet127p is the main RNA degradation activity in S. pombe
mitochondria, while a complex homologous to mtEXO is rather
involved in 3′ end maturation [70,105]. Another exoribonuclease,
Rex2pwas shown to function inmitochondria in addition to its nuclear
function, and a genetic interaction with the enzyme processing the 3′
ends of mitochondrial tRNAs, encoded by the TRZ1 gene, was
postulated [106–108].
A particular feature of the yeast mitochondrial gene expression is
the multitude of speciﬁc factors, acting on the expression of a single
gene (or a few genes), mostly on the post-transcriptional level. These
include factors involved in mRNA splicing, stability and translation,
summarized in Fig. 1 and Table 1. The interplay of general and gene-
speciﬁc post-transcriptional gene expressionmechanisms is a striking
feature of the mitochondrial system in yeast.Fig. 1. Gene-speciﬁc post-transcriptional mechanisms in the expression of protein-coding ge
dodecamer sequences, green boxes: tRNA genes (only those tRNA genes that are transcribed
drawn to scale. Red and blue ellipses represent proteins encoded by the mitochondrion and
end processing of several transcripts and is also associated with the inner membrane. T
degradosome are not shown. For details and references see text and Table 1.Brieﬂy, introns, if present, are spliced-out with the assistance of
intron-encoded maturases and nuclear-encoded splicing factors that
are either speciﬁc for a particular pre-mRNA (e.g. Mss18p, Cbp2p or
Mrs1, see also Table 1) or participate in the splicing of multiple introns
as general splicing factors, like an RNA chaperone and helicase
Mss116p [109–112]. tRNAs are excised from polycistronic precursor
mRNAs and further processed at both 5′ and 3′ ends. Two ribonu-
cleases, both essential for the functioning of themitochondrial genetic
system, participate in this process. RNase P,which is responsible for 5′-
leader removal from tRNAs is composed of a nuclear-encoded protein
Rpm2 and a mitochondrially encoded RNA component (RPM1 or 9S
RNA) [63,113]. Mitochondrial tRNAs are also processed at the 3′ end
[114], and the yeast RNase Z, encoded by the TRZ1 gene is probably
involved in this process [106]. The biogenesis of tRNAs through co-
transcription with protein-coding regions and subsequent removal
from the polycistronic RNA units is a common feature of yeast and
mammalian mitochondrial systems, but while the 3′ end processing
function is conserved between TRZ1 and its human orthologue
encoded by the ELAC2 gene [115], the mammalian mitochondrial
RNase P is not homologous to the yeast enzyme [116]. Interestingly,
both Trz1p [106], and Rpm2p [117,118] have important functions in
nuclear gene expression, and thus are essential proteins.
Mature 3′ ends of protein-encoding transcripts are formed by
cleavage at a conserved dodecamer sequence [119,120]. In some
polycistronic pre-mRNAs this cleavage physically separates particular
messenger RNAs and allows independent processing and translation,
not all open reading frames in polycistronic pre-mRNA are, however,
separated. Interestingly, the molecular mechanism behind the 3′-end
maturation at the dodecamer sequence has not been elucidated in anes in S. cerevisiaemitochondria. Red boxes: exons, orange boxes: introns, black boxes:
together with protein-coding genes are included). Transcripts, exons and introns are not
the nucleus, respectively. * The putative Pet127p 5′–3′ exoribonuclease is involved in 5′
he general translation machinery and other general factors, like the mitochondrial
Table 1
Gene-speciﬁc trans-acting factors involved in the expression of the mitochondrial
genome of S. cerevisiae.
Gene Protein function References
AEP1 Stability and expression of ATP9 mRNA [221,222]
AEP2 Stability and translation of ATP9 mRNA [223]
AEP3 Stability of ATP6/8 mRNA [194]
ATP25 Stability of ATP9 mRNA [224]
CBP1 5′ end processing of COB mRNA, together with the
general factor encoded by PET127
[84,225]
CBP2 Splicing of the bi5 and bi2 group I introns of COB
mRNA precursor
[226,227]
CBP6 Translation of the COB mRNA [228]
CBS1 Translation of the COB mRNA [229]
CBS2 Translation of the COB mRNA [229]
CBT1 5′ end processing of COB mRNA, 15S rRNA and RPM1
(9S) RNA subunit of RNase P
[230,231]
COX14 Translation of the COX1 mRNA and assembly of
Complex IV
[232]
MRS1 Splicing of the bi3 intron of COB mRNA and the
ai5β intron of COX1 mRNA
[233]
MSS18 Splicing of the ai5β intron of COX1 mRNA [234]
MSS51 Translation of the COX1 mRNA [131,232,235]
NCA2 Processing and expression of the ATP6/8 mRNA [236]
NCA3 Processing and expression of the ATP6/8 mRNA [237]
PET111 Translation of the COX2 mRNA [127]
PET122 Translation of the COX3 mRNA [130]
PET309 Stability of intron-containing transcripts and
translation of the COX1 mRNA
[84,192,238]
PET494 Translation of the COX3 mRNA [130]
PET54 Translation of the COX3 mRNA and splicing of the
ai5β intron of COX1 mRNA
[126,130,239,240]
QRI5 Processing of intron-containing transcripts and
translation of the COX1 mRNA
[241]
SOV1 Stability of the VAR1 mRNA [242]
MRM1 Ribose methyltransferase of the 21S rRNA [243,244]
MRM2 2′ O-ribose methyltransferase required for
methylation of U(2791) in 21S rRNA
[244]
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mitochondrial degradosome [121], and the existence of a dodecamer
binding protein (or a complex), with, presumably, a protective
activity was postulated [122–124]; this protein has, however, never
been identiﬁed. It is also not clear whether an endoribonuclease is
involved in the cleavage at the dodecamer site, and no candidates for
such an activity have been indicated.
Mature 5′-ends can be formed in a variety of processes, including
removal of tRNAs, cleavage at the upstream dodecamer site, processing
by a putative 5′-to-3′ exonuclease Pet127p interacting with protective
protein factors, such as Cbp1p [103,104], or transcription initiation,
without processing.
A characteristic feature of the yeast mitochondrial mRNAs is the
presence of long 5′ UTR sequences that provide binding sites for a
plethora of gene-speciﬁc translation activation factors, which coordi-
nate translation and regulate mRNA stability [125–132].
Mitochondrial ribosomes in general have increasedprotein content
and reduced RNA content compared to their bacterial counterparts
[133], and the yeast mitochondrial ribosome is no exception. In
addition to the two ribosomal RNAs encoded by the mitochondrial
genome, it contains about 77 proteins [134], and an analysis of the
annotations in the Saccharomyces Genome Database [135] reveals 76
identiﬁed nuclear genes that encode conﬁrmed or putative mitochon-
drial ribosomal proteins, in addition to the mitochondrial VAR1 gene.
Additional general factors involved in translation include initiation
(Ifm1p) and elongation (Mef1p, Mef2p) factors, as well as proteins
involved in termination, such as the release factor (Mrf1p) and
ribosome recycling factor (Rrf1p) (reviewed in [136]). Mtq1p is also
involved in translation termination though methylation of Mtf1p
[137]. Several proteins with a putative or conﬁrmed GTPase activityalso participate in mitochondrial translation and/or ribosome biogen-
esis: Guf1p [138], Mtg1p and Mtg2p [139,140]. Additional proteins
that may participate in mitochondrial translation include Rmd9p
[141,142] and a putative RNA helicase Mrh4p [143], but their exact
function remains unknown.
All the steps of the mitochondrial gene expression probably take
place nearly simultaneously due to the fact that transcription and
translation in mitochondria are coupled and colocalized near the
inner membrane. Spatial organization and physical distribution of
protein factors are thought to play a crucial role in mitochondrial gene
expression systems. Many proteins involved in these processes are
known to be located in the inner mitochondrial membrane, and it is
suggested that they could form a large multiprotein machinery,
known as the translational integrator complex [84,85].
Encoding organellar proteins in two spatially separate genomes
requires precise and coordinated expression of organelle-targeted
proteins of both origins. This seems especially important when sus-
ceptibility and sensitivity of organellar expression systems to perturba-
tions are considered. An individual cell containsmultiple organelles that
are exposed to ﬂuctuations independently, yet mitochondria are not
genetically equipped to cope with shifting conditions. The genome-
coordination mechanisms include both nucleus-to-organelle and
organelle-to-nucleus signalling pathways, known as anterograde and
retrograde signals, respectively [144]. Anterograde signallingmodulates
gene expression in organelles in response to both environmental and
endogenous stimuli perceived by the nucleus and in the majority of
cases it is post-transcriptional. A good example for thatmodeof action is
yeast Pet494p, amitochondrial translationactivatorof COX3mRNA[92].
Together with Pet54p and Pet122p it regulates expression of the third
subunit of the cytochrome c oxidase in response to the type of carbon
source and oxygen availability. The level of Pet494p is, however,
regulated by the nucleus [145]. On the other hand, retrograde pathways
transmit signals from the organelles to regulate nuclear gene expres-
sion. This allows mitochondria to inform the nucleus of the ﬂuctuating
conditions of energy production or the levels of reactive oxygen species.
For example, expression of nuclear genes related to respiration and
oxidative-stress responses is modulated by the physiological state of
mitochondria [146]. Signalling mechanisms of both types intersect and
seem to form tightly interdependent control loops.
The presence of two separate genetic systems in a single cell is
therefore quite a challenge—especially if the costs of maintenance of
such an arrangement are considered. Analysis of the annotations in
the Saccharomyces Genome Database [135] reveals that as many as
about 200 nuclear-encoded proteins participate in the maintenance
and expression of the mitochondrial genome in yeast. These proteins,
constituting over 25% of the entire yeast mitochondrial proteome, are
synthesized to maintain and regulate the expression of the mtDNA,
which encodes only about 8–9 proteins (not counting intronic ORFs).
The question arises why do modern Eukaryota still possess organellar
genomes, despite the strong reduction pressure due to Müller's
ratchet mechanism? Several hypotheses have recently been formu-
lated [4,147–150], all of which may partially explain the underlying
causes. First, the organelle-encoded genes could be “ﬁxed” in their
location due to the atypical mitochondrial genetic code. Secondly, the
hydrophobic subunits of the electron-transport system could be toxic
to cell when synthesized in the cytoplasm and/or unable to be
transported through the Tim/Tom translocon. Finally, common
localization of major genes encoding the oxidative phosphorylation
machinery in a spatially and genetically separate genome provides
coordinated transmission and thus inheritance of all adaptive features
as a single genetic unit.
Progressive loss and unidirectional gene transfer from the mi-
tochondrion to the nucleus is believed to have been a major factor
inﬂuencing the coevolution of both genomes [7,9,151–153]. This is
manifested in processes like adaptation of organellar open reading
frames to host expression system in terms of e.g. codon usage and
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also demanded from the host to develop independent transport,
control and regulation circuits [8,155] to couple expression of both
genomes in anterograde and retrogrademanner. This was achieved by
the rapid evolution of a new set of proteins—most probably by gene
duplication and function shift. The endosymbiosis event therefore
provided a strong selection pressure for the development of evolu-
tionary novelties like the PPR protein family, which appeared in Eu-
karyota and mostly consists of nuclear-encoded post-transcriptional
regulators of organellar gene expression [156].
Moreover, the nucleo-mitochondrial interaction network, forming
complex metabolic and regulatory circuits—a product of over a billion
(109) years of coevolution of the two genomes—has features unique in
comparison to other biological systems found outside organelles,
which will be discussed in the following chapter.
4. The phenomenon of mtDNA expression-dependent genome
maintenance and the systems biology view of the mitochondrion
A systems biology approach deﬁnes robustness and evolvability as
fundamental properties of life that determine its persistence and
evolutionary potential [157–159]. The ﬁrst feature allows the
biological system to keep its structure or function despite mutations
altering functionality of its parts [158–160]. The latter refers to
heritable phenotypic variations it can produce due to occurrence of
mutations [161–170]. On the one hand, organelle genomes are very
evolvable and ﬂexible when the rate of mutation ﬁxation is
considered, especially in the case of plant organellar genomes. On
the other hand, the mitochondrial genetic network—comprised of
both nuclearly and mitochondrially encoded elements—seems not to
fulﬁl the mutational robustness deﬁnition.
Yeast S. cerevisiae is a perfect model to elucidate these phenomena
for several reasons. It is currently the best studiedmodel organism [171]
—two-thirds of its about 6300 genes have approximately assigned
functions, and large-scale genomic and proteomic data are available
[172–183], and it is easy to culture and manipulate genetically. Its
crucial feature in terms of mitochondrial studies is the fact that the
mitochondrial genome of S. cerevisiae is not indispensable for survival,
which is rare among Eukaryota. Yeasts are well known as facultative
anaerobes that can grow on fermentable carbon sources without
respiration. The presence of mitochondria themselves is, however,
essential due to at least one metabolic function—synthesis of iron–
sulphur compounds required, among others, for Ril1p, a protein
involved in the biogenesis of cytoplasmatic ribosomes [184]. The
functioning of the yeast mitochondrial genome is, however, only
required for oxidative phosphorylation and thus provides only the
non-essential (on fermentable carbon sources) respiratory functions.
Yeast mtDNA loses its stability under a surprisingly broad range of
diverse conditions that can have both mitochondrial and nuclear
origin [185–187]. Deletions of nuclear genes encoding proteins
involved in mitochondrial DNA metabolism lead to the complete
loss of mtDNA and turn a wild-type rho+ yeast strain into a rho0 strain
with mitochondria devoid of any DNA. Examples of such genes
include the mitochondrial DNA polymerase subunit Mip1p
[21,188,189], DNA helicase Pif1p [41], single-stranded DNA binding
protein Rim1p [190] and many other gene encoding factors involved
in replication, recombination and DNA repair (discussed in Section 1
and reviewed in [12]). Genes functionally related to altered DNA
metabolism are, however, a minority among a vast range of genes,
which inﬂuence the integrity of the mitochondrial genome. Notably,
proper expression of the mitochondrial genome is crucial for its
maintenance, and deletions of genes encoding proteins involved in
transcription [28,79], post-transcriptional processing [84,128–
130,141,191–194], translation [195] and post-translational protein
modiﬁcations [196–199] lead to similar effects (reviewed in detail in
[12])—mtDNA rearrangements, leading to its reduction into replicat-ing repeats of short random sequences. In mitochondria of these so-
called rho− strains replication and transcription occur, but there is no
protein synthesis, post-transcriptional processes are aberrant and the
genome is thus completely non-functional [195,200].
Similar effects on the mitochondrial genome stability are observed
as a result of deletions of genes involved in fatty acid metabolism
[201], structure and morphology of the outer mitochondrial mem-
brane [202,203], transport of molecules [190], ion homeostasis
[204,205], oxidative phosphorylation and ATP synthesis [206], as
well as many other processes [12]. In many cases the connection
between genome integrity and the pathway analyzed is not
understood and difﬁcult to elucidate. For example, the mechanism
in which deletion of genes encoding enzymes involved in energy
metabolism leads to the destabilization of mtDNA can be both direct
or indirect, i.e. an enzyme can modulate mtDNA expression by direct
interaction, or the observed inﬂuence on mtDNA stability can be an
indirect result of some biochemical imbalance in the metabolism of a
particular compound [207].
The issue of expression-dependent stability of the yeast mito-
chondrial genome has been studied extensively for over 20 years, but
it is still not clear what mechanism underlies the process in which
alterations of mitochondrial genome expression lead to the loss of its
integrity and transition to the rho− state [12,195,208]. Currently, the
petite obligate hypothesis, which indicates the crucial role of the ATP
synthase, seems to be the most convincing [195,208,209]. In this
model, aberrant expression of the F0F1 ATPase subunits leads to biased
assembly and formation of a defective complex in the inner
mitochondrial membrane. The core of the incorrectly assembled
proton channel uncouples the electron transport, which is lethal to
the cell [208]. In the conditions of altered genome expression, the
prevention of protein synthesis and the loss of mtDNA could be
viewed as a rescuing event, promoting cell survival.
An active mechanism could therefore exist in the yeast mitochon-
drial system, leading to genome destabilization in response to
anomalous expression. The resulting phenotype of the loss of wild-
type rho+mtDNA is irreversible, and thus cannot be complemented in
a classical genetic approach. This peculiar phenomenon, which can be
described as a general severe irreversible phenotype, has three major
features:
▪ It is observed in null and hypomorphic mutants of a variety of
genes with different functions, thus (in spite of some minor
speciﬁc molecular differences in particular rho− strains) it is not
speciﬁc for any of them.
▪ It results in either a complete loss of mtDNA, or its large-scale
rearrangement into a rho− form, which is maintained and
replicated in the mitochondrion, but is not functional.
▪ It cannot be reversed by complementation (e.g. transformation
rescue), however, some speciﬁc molecular phenotypes character-
istic for the loss of a particular function can be compensated and
partially rescued in rho− strains.
The mitochondrial general severe irreversible phenotype, due to
its pleiotropic and irreversible character, could be viewed as
equivalent to lethality when compared to mutations affecting other
functions. In that aspect, the mitochondrial expression and mainte-
nance network is extremely fragile and has highly limited robustness.
Spontaneous appearance of rho0/rho− colonies even in wild-type
strains under normal environmental conditions [210] indicates that
the system is prone to transient ﬂuctuations. This conclusion is also
supported by the observation that functional overlap and redundancy
between gene encoding proteins targeted to mitochondria in yeast
occurs at a relatively low level. Furthermore, many components of the
mitochondrial proteome are multifunctional (e.g. Nam2p, Aco1p, and
Ilv5p) [18,19,211]. Robustness is the foundation of homeostatic
control and is driven by functional redundancy—circuit bypassing in
both a homologous and an analogous manner [157], as well as
Fig. 2. Functional redundancy in biological systems as a basis of robustness against
mutations. The three schemes represent different genetic and physical network
topologies: (a) decentralized mesh topology, (b) hierarchical centralization, and
(c) centralized star topology. The nodes represent particular genes or proteins and
edges represent aggravating genetic interactions e.g. synthetic enhancement (dashed
lines, top), or protein–protein physical interactions (solid lines, bottom). Dark circles
represent nodes that are essential for survival while light circles represent dispensable
genes or proteins. The number and positions of nodes are the same in each example,
while the number and organization of edges vary depending on the network. Networks
found in biological systems are believed to be scale-free and classiﬁed as hierarchically
centralized (b) with ‘hubs’ that tend to have essential non-redundant functions. The
occurrence of a synthetic genetic interaction between two non-essential genes implies
that either the nodes have redundant functions and contribute to parallel pathways, or
they act in concert within the same pathway. Synthetic interactions involving at least
one conditional allele of an indispensable gene tend to occur more frequently than
those involving a pair of non-essential genes [215]. Change of network topology
following node removal is a crucial measure of the network robustness. In a
hypothetical extremely robust network (c) removal of the majority of nodes separately
has no obvious effect on the overall network topology and system functionality.
Moreover, the probability of an occurrence of a synthetic interaction between two
dispensable genes is lower than in the other networks, which also makes the system
more robust against mutations. In a hypothetical robustless network (a) synthetic
interactions tend to occur more frequently.
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of redundancy and relative paucity of genes with overlapping
functions (which would be necessary to enhance system robustness)
is also observed in other organellar systems. In Arabidopsis thaliana a
lack of redundancy was observed in PPR proteins (a large family of
proteins mostly involved in organellar gene expression) and many
null mutants have surprisingly strong phenotypes [212,213], despite
the fact that functional redundancy is common in large gene families
in plants [214]. In a recent genome-wide study in S. cerevisiae [22], out
of 319 respiratory deﬁcient deletants, 51% (162 strains) displayed the
general severe irreversible phenotype, corresponding to the loss of wt
rho+ mtDNA. On the other hand, among all genes encoded by the
yeast nuclear genome, deletions of over 80% do not signiﬁcantly affect
growth in rich medium [174,181]. Moreover, synthetic interactions
occur less frequently between pairs of non-essential genes than
between conditional alleles of essential genes [215,216], revealing an
enormous scale of robustness. No such reliable data exist to assess the
level of synthetic interactions in the yeast mitochondrial system. As
the severe irreversible phenotype corresponds to inviability, this
would require applying whole-genome screening for “synthetic
petite” interactions. However, it is expected that such interactions
would occur more frequently, as in general the frequency of oc-
currence of aggravating interactions correlates negatively with
system robustness (Fig. 2), which is a consequence of the quantitative
deﬁnition of robust systems, in which robustness is measured by the
system's persistence during progressive random decomposition. For
example, if the ﬁrst mutation affects a non-essential gene, the
probability of system's malfunction after a second random mutation
is proportional to the number of synthetic interactors of the ﬁrst gene.
Although robust circuits are known to regulate some aspects of
mitochondrial biogenesis [217], the issue of the maintenance and
expression of organellar genomes clearly indicates that there is a still
unexplained evolutionary tendency to limit the redundancy and
reduce the robustness of these biological systems. We may only
speculate about the nature of the selective pressure that pushes the
mitochondrial system towards the observed robustlessness. On one
hand, the metabolic cost of maintaining functional redundancy in
organelles might be much higher than in other systems. On the other
hand, of all cellular networks, the mitochondrion is the system where
interactions of the phenotype with the environment are the most
sensitive [148], and its increased evolvability (invariably associated
with reduced robustness) may have an adaptative advantage.
The presence of many unusual features in mitochondrial genetic
systems (reviewed in [218]), large number of gene-speciﬁc factors
required for RNA processing and expression in yeast mitochondria,
emergence of large protein families, such as the PPR family [156,212]
supporting the expression of organellar genes, and the peculiar
phenomenon of cytoplasmic male sterility in plants (where the effect
of lethal alleles of mitochondrial genes can be suppressed by nucleus-
encoded restorers, reviewed in [219]), all suggest that the evolution of
the mitochondrial genetic system proceeded by accumulating
temporary stop-gap solutions in response to the progressive loss of
the informational capacity of the organellar genome. This does not,
however, rule out the possibility (raised, for example, in [148]) that
the resulting fragility of the mitochondrial gene expression network
could be advantageous as an adaptativemechanism on the frontline of
the interaction between organisms and their environment, and have
an important role in speciation [220].
The mitochondrial genetic system of S. cerevisiae seems to be the
best model to begin analyzing organellar genetics using the systems
biology approach. Adapting the high-throughput paradigm of the
systems biology ﬁeld to the complex genotype–phenotype relation-
ships typical of mitochondrial genetics will not, however, be easy.
Even though it has been the model system of choice in mitochondrial
genetics for several decades, many important aspects of its function
remain unknown or only superﬁcially described. Much research, bothusing the classical and the systems approach, is still needed to provide
a complete picture of this crucial and fascinating aspect of cell biology.
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